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Pattern formation of chevrons in the conduction regime in homeotropically
aligned liquid crystals

Jong-Hoon Huh,1 Yoshiki Hidaka,1 Axel G. Rossberg,2 and Shoichi Kai1
1Department of Applied Physics, Faculty of Engineering, Kyushu University, Fukuoka 812-8581, Japan

2Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan
~Received 24 May 1999!

We report on chevrons~herringbonelike patterns! observed inhomeotropicallyaligned liquid crystals with
high electric conductivity. We focus our attention on two types of chevrons observed in theconductionregime.
The threshold voltage and the characteristic double periodicity of chevrons~i.e., the short wavelengthl1 of the
striated rolls and the long wavelengthl2 of the chevron bands! have been measured as functions of the applied
electric frequencyf. With the aid of a crossed polarizer set, we have, in addition, determined the director field
which shows a periodic in-plane rotation for our chevrons~with a wavelengthl2). We arrived at the types of
chevrons after qualitatively different bifurcation sequences with increasing voltage. The frequency dependence
of l2 also shows a qualitatively different behavior with respect to the two types of chevrons. The experimental
results are discussed in terms of recent theoretical investigations.

PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v, 47.20.Lz, 47.20.Ky, 47.65.1a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pattern formation in dissipative systems driven out
from equilibrium is common in nature. There are many e
amples in fluid physics, chemistry, biology, and in ma
other fields~see, e.g., Ref.@1#!. Due to the progress of theo
retical and numerical research, the universal aspects of
various patterns in fluid systems are now well understoo
least near the primary instability@1,2#. The present work ad
dresses electroconvection~EC! in nematic liquid crystals
~nematics!, which has been intensively studied in the la
decades~see, e.g., Refs.@3–8#!. EC provides a rich variety o
pattern-formation phenomena, and has become a main p
digm for anisotropic dissipative structures.

When one applies an alternating electric fieldE5E( f ) ẑ
with E( f )5E0cos(2pft) across a thin nematic slab~of thick-
nessd510–100 mm) between two electrode plates, one o
serves typically striped~roll! patterns in thexy plane. The
basic mechanism of EC is well understood in terms of
Carr-Helfrich effect due to anisotropic properties of liqu
crystals@9,10#. In addition to the flow field of the convectio
rolls, the directorn5(nx ,ny ,nz)(n

251,n[2n), which is
defined as the locally averaged orientation of the rodl
molecules of nematics@11,12#, plays an important role in the
pattern formation process.

The essential features can easily be demonstrated in
planar geometry@described byn05(1,0,0) for the initial
state# @3,4,11#. Any director fluctuation out of the horizonta
plane (nzÞ0) leads to an inhomogeneous charge distribut
due to the electric conduction anisotropy of the nema
(saÞ0). If the resulting Coulomb force above a critic
voltageVc overcomes the viscous force, a material flow
induced. This flow in turn gives rise to a torque on the
rector, by which the fluctuations of the director are re
forced. Consequently, an electrohydrodynamic instability
induced which leads to the convection patterns. The de
of the patterns depend on frequencyf. At low frequencies,
the charge relaxation timets is much shorter than the perio
PRE 611063-651X/2000/61~3!/2769~8!/$15.00
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f 21 of the low frequency electric fieldE( f )(ts f !1), while
the director relaxation timetd is much larger thanf 21(tdf
@1). Therefore, in this so-calledconductionregime the di-
rector cannot follow the external fieldE( f ), and remains
stationary to leading order. In the dielectric regimef
. f c), above a certain cutoff frequencyf c5O(ts

21), on the
other hand, ts becomes larger thanf 21(ts f @1), and
charges cannot accumulate. The director oscillates in ph
with the alternating fieldE( f ), while the charge distribution
is stationary.

One also has to consider two different orientations of
rolls. In the normal-roll case the wave vectorq is parallel to
the preferred direction (x̂). But the chiral symmetry can als
be broken in the oblique-roll case with a finite angle betwe
q and x̂. There exist two equivalent variants of such obliq
rolls, zig ~positive angle! and zag~negative angle!. Oblique
rolls appear typically very near to threshold by a second
bifurcation, but in some case even directly at the convec
threshold for low frequency. Then there exists a Lifshitz fr
quencyf L which separates the oblique rolls (f , f L) from the
normal ones (f . f L). In the dielectric regime the primary
bifurcation is to normal rolls, but very near to threshold
bifurcation to the chevron patterns takes place. They con
of alternating stripes of zig and zag rolls with a very sm
wavelength (l1!d), where the width of the stripes (l2) is
much larger thanl1.

Very recently it has become clear that there exists a n
type of symmetry-breaking bifurcation toward abnorm
rolls with increasing voltage@13,14#. Abnormal rolls are
characterized by a homogeneous rotation of theC director
~i.e., the projection of the directorn onto the xy plane!.
Unlike the normal rolls at threshold, theC director is not
parallel toq for abnormal rolls. The bifurcation can be un
derstood by the tendency of the director to escape a h
viscosity configuration by rotating out of the shear pla
@13,14#.

Recently, EC in thehomeotropicgeometry @described
by n05(0,0,1) for the initial state# has attracted much atten
2769 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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2770 PRE 61HUH, HIDAKA, ROSSBERG AND KAI
tion @15–23#. In the homeotropic case, the basic state
isotropic in thexy plane. Above a certain characteristic vo
age VF@;4 V for p-methoxybenzilidene-p8-n-butylaniline
~MBBA !# the continuous rotational symmetry is spontan
ously broken by the Fre´edericksz transition, where the dire
tor tilts off thez axis. The projection of the director on thexy
plane~the C director! can be spontaneously chosen. Con
quently, there must exist a soft mode, the so-called Go
stone mode, which corresponds to a slowly varying a
muthal rotation of the director. The important point is th
this Goldstone mode can easily couple to the convec
mode. We have already reported on a drastic role of
Goldstone mode for pattern formation and dynamics in
@18–20#. For finite magnetic fields (Hi x̂) the convection
phenomena in the homeotropic system are quite simila
the planar case, since the Fre´edericksz transition leads to
planar configuration with a preferred orientation (x̂) in the
central part of the sample. There exists always an abnorm
roll bifurcation @22,23#. Only very recently have chevrons i
the conductionregime also been observed in the homeot
pic system@21,22#.

Until now, almost all studies of chevrons have been p
formed in the planar system~see, e.g., Refs.@3,4,24–31#!
and only very few exist in the homeotropic case@32,33#.
Moreover, almost studies of chevrons in both planar and
meotropic systems focused on conventional chevrons in
dielectric regime (f . f c). Previous studies were mainly de
voted to the question of how the threshold and wavelengt
striated zig and zag rolls depend on the applied frequencf,
the sample thickness, electric conductivities, the dielec
constant, or the magnitude of the stabilizing magnetic fi
~see, e.g., Refs.@3,4,25,27,32,34–36#!. However, the under-
lying mechanism for chevron structure is still not too w
understood.

In the present paper we focus on chevrons in theconduc-
tion regime for thehomeotropicsystem by varying the elec
tric conductivity for the nematics. In the case of low condu
tivity, only one type of chevron@the defect-mediated chevro
~DMC!# has been observed. It is characterized by spati
periodic defect lines between alternating zig and zag ro
On the other hand, in the case of high conductivity, in ad
tion to the DMC we have observed another type of chevr
which we will call the defect-free chevron~DFC!. The past
classification of chevrons@34,37# was done only through the
difference of their wavelengthsl1 of the striated rolls, that
is, CV-A, l1;d, and CV-B, l1!d; typically, l1
;d/20 –d/10. However, this classification does not d
scribe their morphology and properties well, because of
rich variety of chevrons.

In the homeotropic case, the DFC is better characteri
by alternating zig and zag rolls without defects, while t
DMC shows a herringbone structure with defect lines. W
have investigated pattern formation of the two types of ch
rons in highly conductive samples. The DMC and DFC
this study have been observed below and above a ce
characteristic frequencyf w( f w, f c), respectively. With the
aid of a weak magnetic field~stabilizing the director! and a
crossed polarizer set, we have observed a generic bifurca
sequence forf , f w ~normal rolls→ abnormal rolls→ defect
chaos→ DMC! with increasing voltage. Forf . f w , on the
other hand, we have observed that the DFC typically show
s
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bifurcation sequence~Fréedericksz transition→ prewavy
pattern→ DFC! with increasing voltage.

In addition, we have investigated in detail the double p
riodicity ~two characteristic wavelengthsl1 and l2) of the
two types of chevrons as functions of the frequencyf. With
the aid of a crossed polarizer set, we have mapped a peri
C-director structure for the DMC and DFC in thexy plane.
On the basis of the experimental results, we discuss the
derlying mechanisms for the DMC and DFC and comp
with recent theoretical findings@38–40#.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental preparation

A nematic liquid crystal MBBA was used, which wa
filled between two parallel glass plates whose surfaces w
coated with transparent electrodes~indium tin oxide!. The
gap widthd550 mm between the two electrodes was ma
tained with polymer spacer. The lateral size of the sam
was 131 cm2. We achieved the standard homeotrop
geometry by treating the two electrodes with a surfact
DMOAP (n-n8-dimethyl-n-octadecyl-3-aminopropyl-
trimethoxysilyl chloride!. We prepared three samples
which electric conductivities were varied (s i57.4931029–
9.0831027 V21 m21) to be controlled by doping of TBAB
~tetra-n-butyle-ammonium bromide!. Their dielectric
anisotropiesea were slightly different in range from20.34
to 20.25 due to the treatment. The temperature of
sample in Teflon-wrapped copper cavity was stabilized at
60.1°C by an electric control system~Digital Controller
DB500!. An alternating electric fieldE with a frequencyf
was applied across the thin sample@E5(0,0,6Ez)#, and a
constant magnetic field~an electromagnet, TAMAGAWA
TM-WTV8615C! was set parallel to the glass plates@H
5(Hx ,0,0)#. In order to monitor theC director, we used a
crossed polarizer set which could be rotated around thez axis
or removed readily. The patterns were observed in thexy
plane by use of a charge-coupled-device camera~SONY XC-
75! mounted on a microscope.

B. Results

We have measured the thresholdVc( f ) for the onset of
pattern formation with respect to various electric conducti
ties, as shown in Fig. 1. The thresholdVc( f ) of sample 1
with low conductivity shows a well-known frequency depe
dence ~see, e.g., Refs.@11,41#!. The cutoff frequencyf c
moves to a higher frequency with increasing conductivity.
the dielectric regime (f . f c), conventional chevrons with a
small wavelengthl of striated rolls (l!d) were observed,
similarly to those of the planar system@29#, on which we
will not focus in the present paper. The cutoff frequencyf c
in samples 2 and 3 with high conductivities have not be
measured, in order to avoid damaging the cells due to
required high voltages.

Now let us consider chevrons in the conduction regi
( f , f c). Two types of chevrons were observed below a
above a certain characteristic frequencyf w(, f c) in samples
2 and 3. On the other hand, only one type of chevron w
observed in sample 1, because the other type of chevron
replaced by the dielectric mode~see Refs.@11,29,42#!. In the
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PRE 61 2771PATTERN FORMATION OF CHEVRONS IN CONDUCTION . . .
range f w, f , f c of sample 3 (f w.3150 Hz), a typical
chevron pattern for the homeotropic system is shown in F
2. At a voltage V5149.40 V (Vc5140.54 V at f
53900 Hz), when starting from the homogeneous Fre´eder-
icksz state~the thresholdVF.3.92 V), a well ordered chev
ron pattern was observed, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. Thereafter
we call the chevron pattern in Fig. 2~a! a DFC, which is
characterized by stripes with alternating zig and zag ro
Figure 2~a! is equivalent to chevrons formed via the Wil
iams domains atf w, f , f c in the planar case with high con
ductivity @29#. A DFC would change into a spatiotemporal
chaotic state with time, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. Note, how-
ever, that locally regular chevron structures are still visible
Fig. 2~b!. Such a pattern dynamics is very similar to that
the soft-mode turbulence~see Fig. 1 of Ref.@19#! which
suggests a coupling between the Goldstone mode and
vection rolls, as mentioned in Sec. I@18,19#.

For f , f w , on the other hand, we have observed the ot
type of chevron at V515.82 V (Vc515.08 V at f
52000 Hz) as shown in Fig. 3~a!. Hereafter, we call the
chevron pattern in Fig. 3~a! DMC. The existence of spatially
periodic defect lines between alternating zig and zag r
distinguishes DMC from DFC. DMC shows always spat
temporal dynamics accompanied with defect motio
@19,22#.

Let us definel1 as the short wavelength for the striate
rolls, andl2 as the long wavelength for the chevron ban
as illustrated in Fig. 3~b!, similarly to Ref. @5#. We have
measured the two wavelengthsl1 and l2 in the DMC and
DFC at «50.1, where« is a normalized voltage, i.e.,«
5(V22Vc

2)/Vc
2 . Figure 4 shows the dependence ofl1 and

l2 on the frequencyf. There are two characteristic freque
cies f L.1450 Hz @22#, called the Lifshitz frequency~see,
e.g., Ref.@15#!, and f w .3150 Hz. First, the short wave
length l1 decreases continuously with increasingf (, f c).
This frequency dependence ofl1( f , f w) shows a qualitative

FIG. 1. ThresholdVc of onset of pattern formation on thre
samples (d550 mm) with various electric conductivities. Th
threshold voltages were determined by observing the correspon
patterns with no polarizer. Sample 1:s i57.4931029 V21 m21

and ea520.34. Sample 2:s i56.2531028 V21 m21 and ea

520.25. Sample 3:s i59.0831027 V21 m21 and ea520.29.
f c for sample 1 represents the cutoff frequency that separates
conduction regime from the dielectric one.f w represents anothe
characteristic frequency in the conduction regime. See text for
tails. Hereafter, all the observations and measurements except F
have been performed on sample 3.
.
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agreement with that oflc( f ) at «50 in a previous paper@7#.
Here l1 depends weakly onf for f , f L , while it depends
strongly onf for f . f L . l1 is roughly of orderd, the sample
thickness (d<l1<2d). It is distinguishable froml1!d for
chevrons in the dielectric regime. Second, the long wa
length l2( f ) shows a quite different frequency dependen
below and abovef w . For f . f w ~DFC!, l2 increases con-
tinuously with decreasingf and diverges atf w . The depen-
dencel2;( f 2 f w)21/4 for DFC is determined by the leas
square regression. Heref w53152 Hz was determined b
extrapolation. Forf , f w ~DMC!, on the other hand,l2 in-
creases continuously with decreasingf and diverges atf *
proportionally to (f 2 f * )21/2, where f * 51842 Hz. Since
f * . f L , one finds no chevrons in the oblique-roll regionf
, f L). The fitting function forl2 is given by

l2~ f !5j1S f w

f 2 f w
D 1/4

~1!

for DFC, and for DMC

l2~ f !5j2S f *

f 2 f * D 1/2

, ~2!

where j1 and j2 are certain characteristic lengths 152mm
and 408 mm, respectively. Considering the different fre
quency dependence and the characteristics of the pat
below and abovef w , the mechanism of the DFC is clearl
different from that of the DMC.

FIG. 2. One typical chevron~DFC! for f . f w in the conduction
regime. ~a! A spatially double-periodic chevron pattern atV
5149.40 V andf 53900 Hz (. f w.3150 Hz), which was sud-
denly applied from the homogeneous Fre´edericksz state (VF

.3.92 V). ~b! A spatiotemporally chaotic pattern with local che
ron structures, which was obtained from~a! after waiting 1 h. The
length of the scale bar in~a! is 200 mm.
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2772 PRE 61HUH, HIDAKA, ROSSBERG AND KAI
In the homeotropic case, one can directly monitor theC
director under a crossed polarizer set@16,23#. TheC-director
field in thexy plane has been carefully observed in both
DMC and DFC. Let us begin with the DFC atV5147.7 and
f 53900 Hz(. f w), as shown in Fig. 5. A crossed polariz

FIG. 3. The other typical chevron~DMC! for f , f w in the con-
duction regime.~a! A spatially double-periodic chevron pattern
V515.82 V and f 52000 Hz (, f w.3150 Hz), which is sud-
denly increased from the homogeneous Fre´edericksz state (VF

.3.92 V). Unlike the DFC, the DMC has periodic defect lin
between alternating zig and zag rolls. The DMC has alw
changed temporally and spatially with defect motions.~b! Illustra-
tion of the chevron shows two different spatial wavelengths,l1 and
l2. The length of the scale bar is 400mm.

FIG. 4. Spatial structures for the DMC and DFC in the cond
tion regime for sample 3. There are two characteristic frequen
f L.1450 Hz, the so-called Lifshitz frequency, andf w

.3150 Hz. Two wavelengths,l1 ~solid circles! andl2 ~open tri-
angle: DMC; open circles: DFC!, in chevrons have been measur
at fixed control parameters«50.1 andHx50. The dependence o
l1 on frequencyf is roughly continuous. The long waveleng
l2( f ) shows the different frequency dependence below and ab
f w . See text for details.
e

set was inserted and rotated around thez axis in order to
determine theC director. TheC director in the DFC is
marked with thin arrows in Fig. 5~b!. It should be noted tha
the optical intensity becomes minimal at regions where thC
director is parallel to a polarizer@11,12#. The alternating zig
and zag rolls are roughly normal to the correspondingC
directors. In this frequency region (f . f w), the DFC (V
.Vc), formed from aprewavypattern@33# (V,Vc) as the
voltage was increased. Figure 6 shows the prewavy patte
V575.56 V(V,Vc583.89 V at f 53500 Hz), and the
DFC at V588.88 V(V.Vc) under a crossed polarizer se
The prewavy pattern is never observed without a cros
polarizer set. The occurrence of the convection rolls~chev-
rons! is clearly related to a periodicC-director structure,
which leads to the periodic optical contrast shown in F
6~b!. The chevron bands are closely correlated to the wi
of the stripes in the prewavy pattern. It is obvious that t
prewavy pattern (V,Vc) is responsible for the long wave
lengthl2 of the DFC (V.Vc). The prewavy pattern origi-
nated from an elastic deformation of the director field. W
the aid of a crossed polarizer set, the threshold voltageVw
for the prewavy patterns was determined as shown in Fig
@33#. It is found belowVc in the frequency rangef . f w .
Thus for f . f w , one finds a sequence of bifurcations: Fre´ed-
ericksz state→ prewavy pattern→ DFC with increasing
voltageV. In particular, the prewavy pattern spontaneou
changes into a sinusoidal wavy pattern, initiating a disclin
tion @the arrow in Fig. 8~a!, which also indicates the propa

s

-
s
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FIG. 5. Determination of theC director in the DFC (V
5147.7 V and f 53900 Hz. f w), ~a! with no crossed polarizer
set, and~b! under a crossed polarizer set with a 20° counterclo
wise rotation to thex axis. TheC-director structure for the DFC can
be determined from the direction and amplitude of the rotation
the crossed polarizer set. TheC-director structure is depicted as thi
arrows in~b!. The length of the scale bar in~a! is 200 mm.
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PRE 61 2773PATTERN FORMATION OF CHEVRONS IN CONDUCTION . . .
gating direction of the disclination#. The wavy pattern even
tually evolves into a propagating spiral pattern shown in F
8~b! @32,37,33#. A detailed study of the prewavy pattern an
its evolution into the spiral pattern is now in progress.

Next theC-director field in the DMC (f L, f 52000 Hz
, f w) was investigated. With the aid of the magnetic fie
Hx5400 G, which stabilizes theC director toward thex
axis, a sequent bifurcation to the DMC was observed w

FIG. 6. Patterns below and aboveVc(583.89 V) at f
53500 Hz (. f w). ~a! The prewavy pattern atV575.56 V be-
tweenVw(552.49 V) andVc . ~b! DFC atV588.88 V aboveVc .
Here Vw is the threshold for the prewavy pattern. These patte
were observed under a crossed polarizer set with a 20° cou
clockwise rotation to thex axis. The prewavy pattern is never ob
served without a crossed polarizer set. The width of the stripe
the prewavy pattern equalsl2 /2 for the DFC. The length of the
scale bar in~a! is 200 mm.

FIG. 7. ThresholdVw for the prewavy pattern in sample 3. Fo
f . f w , Vw ~open circles! indicates the threshold voltage for th
prewavy pattern, whileVc ~solid circles! indicates the critical volt-
age for the convection.
.

h

increasing voltageV. Figure 9~a! shows the Williams do-
mains observed at«50.05. They turned out to be abnorm
rolls ~C i” q! bifurcated from normal rolls (Ciq). ~See Ref.
@22# for the details about the threshold of abnormal rolls a
function of Hx .) Increasing« to 0.1, the abnormal rolls
evolve into a spatiotemporally chaotic pattern with defe
motions ~i.e., the so-called defect chaos!, as shown in Fig.
9~b!. As the crossed polarizer set is rotated with respec
the x axis (iH) at the same value«50.1, the bands of the
DMC show alternating optical contrast, as shown in F
9~c!. Jumping from«50.1 to 0.2, the ordered DMC with
periodic defect lines is observed as shown in Fig. 9~d!. The
C director determined from our measurements is given
thin arrows in Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!. Similarly to the DFC, the
alternating zig and zag rolls are roughly normal to the c
respondingC directors. There exists no macroscopic patte
in the background such as the prewavy pattern for the D
Nevertheless, what determines the long wavelengthl2 in the
DMC? The defects may possibly play a role in determini
l2 for the DMC @39#.

C. Discussion

Since the alternating zig and zag rolls in the DMC a
DFC result from the in-plane rotation of theC director, the
obliqueness of the zig and zag rolls is determined from

s
er-

in

FIG. 8. Pattern change from the prewavy pattern to a propa
ing spiral pattern atV5163.4 V andf 5570 Hz (f w.550 Hz and
Vw5143.72 V for sample 2!. ~a! At 5 min after forming a prewavy
pattern as in Fig. 7~a!. ~b! At 30 min after forming the prewavy
pattern. These patterns are never observed without a crossed p
izer set. Due to the triggering of a disclination@the arrow in~a!#, the
prewavy pattern eventually evolves into a propagating spiral pat
~b!. The arrow in~a! also indicates a propagating direction. Th
length of the scale bar in~a! is 200 mm.
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2774 PRE 61HUH, HIDAKA, ROSSBERG AND KAI
FIG. 9. Pattern evolution from abnormal rolls to the DMCf
52000 Hz, f w). In a constant magnetic fieldHx5400 G, the
pattern evolves from~a! to ~d! with increasing the control paramete
«. ~a! Abnormal rolls at«50.05 ~under no crossed polarizer set!.
~b! A spatiotemporal chaotic pattern with defect motions at«
50.1 ~under no crossed polarizer set!. ~c! A spatiotemporal chaotic
pattern with chevron bands at«50.1 @under a crossed polarizer s
with a 20° counterclockwise rotation to thex axis (iH)], which
was obtained from~b! after several minutes.~d! DMC at «50.2
~under no crossed polarizer set!. The abnormal rolls~a! ~C i”q) were
bifurcated from normal rolls (Ciq). TheC-director structure is de-
picted as thin arrows in~c! and~d!. The length of the scale bar in~a!
is 400 mm.
corresponding in-plane rotation. As to responsibility for t
in-plane rotation, the prewavy instability for DFC can b
safely distinguished from the abnormal roll instability for th
DMC. That is, the former is not accompanied by convect
flows, whereas the latter bifurcates from convective norm
rolls. The prewavy instability observed in the present stu
thus is different from that due to the electrohydodynam
instabilities @28,29,43#. Past reports mentioned that th
threshold line belowVc was due to the inertia mod
@29,42,43# or the isotropic mode@28#. Based on our experi-
mental observation, since the prewavy instability has
steady flow@44#, it is clearly distinguished from both mode
which must have a steady flow. However, a periodic dis
bution of the director in thexy plane@29,43,44# is similar to
the prewavy instability. The details of this prewavy instab
ity will be reported soon.

The mechanisms which lead to spatial periodicity on
length scale ofl2 in the DMC and one in the DFC are no
perfectly understood as yet. In the case of the DMC,
chevron pattern with alternating zig and zag rolls alwa
appears via an instability of the abnormal roll. Below a cri
cal voltageVDMC for the DMC, abnormal rolls are still stripe
rolls, in spite of their finite in-plane rotation of theC direc-
tor. With increasing voltage, the generated defects play a
in the formation of zig and zag rolls for the DMC. Thus th
formation of a DMC may be considered as an example of
self-assembling phenomena of defects. Recently, Ross
and Kramer proposed reaction-diffusion equations to qu
tatively understand the DMC@39#. In their model, the topo-
logical charge density~i.e., defect density! r and the
C-director modulation]xw play roles as an inhibitor and a
activator, respectively. Thus a Turing pattern can be reali
when the diffusion of the activator is slower than that of t
inhibitor. This model describes the formation of a DMC o
of defect chaos with an increase of a control parameterh2

}H2/« @38# similarly to Fig. 9 in the present study, as we
as the appearance of a long wavelengthl2. In the case of a
DFC, on the other hand, the prewavy pattern may allow
length scale ofl2 owing to a secondary twist-Fre´edericksz
transition. The flexoelectric effect has to be considered a
candidate responsible for the prewavy pattern.

Recently, Sakaguchi showed chevron patterns with al
nating zig and zag rolls along thex axis by numerical simu-
lations using an anisotropic complex Swift-Hohenberg eq
tion @40#. There are periodic sinks and sources of travel
waves which form their lines. The traveling zig and zag ro
~in a snapshot! look similar to the DFC. However, no argu
ment is given as to in which sense the theoretical mo
might be related to EC.

In addition, the sequence of bifurcations from norm
rolls to our DMC are quite similar to the experimental resu
in the dielectric regime in the planar case@31,33#, although
both systems are certainly different from each other. In
planar case with highly conductive samples, DFC’s~slightly
below f c) as well as conventional dielectric chevrons~above
f c) were found~see, e.g., Ref.@29#!.

III. CONCLUSION

We have found three types of chevrons in a homeotro
cally aligned liquid crystal by varying the electrical conducti
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TABLE I. Classification of chevrons found in the homeotropic system. Chevrons A and B in Refs.@33,34#
were only classified through the difference of the short wavelengthl1.

Classification
Chevron A Chevron B

Defect-mediated Defect-free Dielectric
chevron~DMC! chevron~DFC! chevron

frequency f , f w f w, f , f c f . f c

l1 &2d ,d !d

l2 ;
1

( f 2 f * )1/2
;

1

( f 2 f w)1/4
?

defects existence no existence existence
pattern belowVc no existence prewavy pattern prewavy pattern
e

in
C

ve

re

zi

te

a
a

is
e
ow

pic

he
ns
he

v-
lly

ro-
r-

he

his
c
rts
ity. In the high-frequency dielectric regime (f . f c) the chev-
rons are of the conventional type characterized by a v
short wavelength (l1!d). In the conduction regime (f
, f c) two different types of chevrons are observed
samples with high conductivity, that is, the DMC and DF
below and above a characteristic frequencyf w , respectively.
In contrast to the conventional dielectric chevrons, the wa
length l1 of the DMC and DFC is of orderd. The DFC is
characterized by alternating zig and zag rolls with cor
sponding periodic rotations of theC director, whereas the
DMC has periodic defect lines between the alternating
and zag rolls.

We have clearly demonstrated that the prewavy pat
( f . f w) appearing belowVc triggers the DFC aboveVc .
Thus we conclude that the DFC (f . f w) results from one
sequence of bifurcations~Fréedericksz transition→ prewavy
pattern→ DFC! with increasing voltage. With the aid of
weak magnetic field and a crossed polarizer set, we have
found the other sequence for the DMC (f , f w) ~normal rolls
→ abnormal rolls→ defect chaos→ DMC! with increasing
voltage. We propose that both the abnormal-roll mechan
and defects together lead to the DMC. It is obvious that th
are different mechanisms for formation of chevrons bel
e,

.

s

ry

-

-

g

rn

lso

m
re

and abovef w . Obviously, the wavelengthl2( f ) shows dif-
ferent frequency dependences such asl2( f );( f 2 f * )21/2

for the DMC andl2( f );( f 2 f w)21/4 for the DFC. Thus we
have classified all the chevrons found in the homeotro
system in Table I.

As mentioned in Sec. I, the free-rotational mode in t
homeotropic system is crucial for the formation of chevro
in the conduction regime. In both the DMC and DFC, t
chevrons have always shown a periodicC-director structure
in the xy plane, although their individual features and dri
ing mechanisms are clearly different. Therefore, we fina
conclude that the in-plane rotational mode~due to either the
abnormal roll instability or the prewavy instability! is neces-
sary to form chevron patterns. The angle of the in-plane
tation of theC director determines the obliqueness of alte
nating zig and zag rolls, which are roughly normal to t
correspondingC directors.
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